
 

 

...informative
A glance will immediately let you know if everything is OK or 
if there is a problem. Download the results to a computer to 
find out exactly what happened and when.

...easy
It starts with either a push of a button or with a PC. Press the 
button during logging to record events such as restocking 
or change of personnel.

LogTag Temperature Logger

...and low cost!
But best of all, the Logtag’s incredibly low price will leave 
you absolutely stunned. Call your local supplier to find out 
how much money you can be saving.

...quick

 

Why use pen and paper to 
record temperatures when it 
can be done automatically at 
an incredible accuracy?

Temperature monitoring 

is now...



 

 

Low cost
LogTag loggers are low-cost loggers that break the 
price barrier to continuous, extensive logging. Even 
large numbers of LogTag are generally cheaper than 
a traditional multi-channel loggers and can be easily 
installed.

Visual alarm indicator
The LogTag is the perfect choice for applications in 
which visual alarm notifications are crucial. A flashing 
LED indicates that the pre-configured temperature 
alarm range has been violated. It’s then advisable to 
perform a comprehensive analysis of the readings on 
a PC. If the LED does not flash no further analysis is 
necessary. This feature is a real time-saver when 
large number of LogTags are being used.

Small and robust
The LogTag is incredibly small considering its 
features and its robust polycarbonate housing will 
protect it from external shocks.

Compatible with eTemperature
etemperature is a powerful and easy-to-use software 
that is already widely used for temperature logging 
applications.

Temperature range: -40°C ~ +85°C
Resolution: < 0.1°C for -40°C ~ +40°C,

         < 0.2°C for +40°C ~+80°C
Accuracy:
Better than ±0.5°C for -10°C~ +40°C.
Better than ±0.7°C for -10°C~ -30°C & +40°C~+60°C
Better than ±0.8°C for -30°C~ -40°C & +60°C~+80°C
Log size: 8000 readings
Sensor reaction time:
Typically less than 5 minutes(T90) in moving air.
Sampling rate: Adjustable, 1 minute to several 
hours
Power source: Onboard 3V Lithium battery
Battery life: Average 2 - 3 years of normal use
Size: 86mm(H)x54.5mm(W)x8.6mm(T)
Weight: 35g
Case Material: Polycarbonate

Other features:
[ Visual alarm (LED) for temperature violations.
[ Logging start by push button.
[ Logging inspection mark in log by push button.
[ Optional clearing of alert indication by push button  

(places inspection make at same time).
[ ’Download Inspection Mark’ recorded in LogTag 

memory every time LogTag is downloaded.
[ 'Prestart' fail-safe logging (records temperature 

data even if not started)
[ ’Low Battery’ indication in software.
[ Comprehensive Alert indicator configuration.
[ Calibration to achieve higher accuracy possible.

The LogTag’s versatiliy and low-cost make it the prefered 
choice for many applications in these sectors.

[   Cold chain management
[   Medical and pharmaceutical environments
[   Agricultural production
[   Transport and shipping
[   Monitoring of catering equipment in cafes, fast-food    

outlets and restaurants
[   HVAC Systems
[   Medical and agricultural research
[   Storage and warehousing
[   Monitoring of machinery and equipment
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